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Research interests of the senior scholars
Room E222:
Ted Fleming
Studied with Jack Mezirow at Teachers College (M.A & Ed.D.)
and with Paulo Freire in Boston. I am interested in
transformative learning and critical consciousness as well as in
narrative approaches, grounded theory and mixed methods. In
particular I am interested in researching non-traditional
students (especially adults) returning to adult, further or higher
education. Questions about how theory is used or can be used
in research and how appropriate methodologies might be
chosen for research are important. Most importantly I am a
teacher and enjoy supporting students in their work. Finally,
radical and critical investigations and pedagogies are central to education and the ability to
study and teach about what is happening in Greek society and the economy today is very
important. I do not speak Greek so students will be patient with me!
Room E224:
Laura Formenti
Research on family life and education: perspectives of meaning,
qualitative methods and complex epistemologies
Family pedagogy has an increasing role in late modern societies:
public and private agencies are more active than ever to control,
assess, orient, teach parents how to raise their children. Many
programs are implemented in communities, health and care
institutions, social work, even in leisure activities, to “sustain”
family life. What kind of research is needed to understand these
programs, their positive and negative effects, the risks of
colonialism they entail and hidden discourses about power, social
equity, and dis/respect for diversity? What kind of education and training is needed for the
various professionals who are involved, ranging from social workers to family doctors, from
teachers to parental tutors, etc.). Participatory, art-based, critical, and dialogical methods of
research with professionals will be discussed as ways to understand and maybe challenge
given-for-granted presuppositions about family life and education.
Room E226:
Alexis Kokkos
A synthetic approach on Mezirow’s work
We often observe in literature that the authors’ references to
Mezirow’s work are based fragmentarily on some of his texts,
consequently the readers cannot form an holistic view of the
evolution of his ideas throughout the years, until the formulation of
his final thoughts in his texts of 2000, 2006, 2009.

In our meeting we will explore the evolution of Mezirow’s ideas throughout the years aiming
to a holistic view of his work, More specifically we will discus the following issues:
- the concept of critical reflection
- the components of a transformative process
- the interplay between points of view and habits of mind within a transformative
learning strategy
- the function of rational discourse
- the stages of a transformative process
Room E228:
Kaisu Mälkki
In my research I have focused on transformative learning and
reflection from various different perspectives, both theoretically
and empirically. Central idea in my research has been the aim to
theorize transformative learning and reflection not only as they
ideally would take place, but to explicate the prerequisites and
challenges involved in these processes; i.e. to theoretically grasp
the dynamics of the process and to offer conceptual tools to work
with the challenges in practice. This has required taking into
account not only the cognitive dimension of learning, but also
emotional, social and embodied dimensions, and especially how
they intervene in the process of learning (e.g. Mälkki 2010; Beard
& Mälkki, 2013; Mälkki & Green, 2014; Mälkki & Green, 2016).
Furthermore, Mezirow’s theory of transformative learning takes focus into the major
disruptive events, such as crises, that exceed the capacity of the person’s existent
framework. However, in order to understand adult learning, focusing on these is not
enough. In everyday life there is often no major disorienting dilemmas but rather the
intersections between one’s meaning perspective and daily challenges are more modest and
almost invisible, though they shape our paths in fundamental ways. In our research we have
developed conceptual basis for understanding the subtle dynamics of micro-transformations
(Mälkki & Green, 2016), and built conceptual tools to bring these implicit potentials explicit;
e.g. the theory of reflection and edge-emotions (Mälkki 2010; 2011).
Room E230:
Linden West
Linden’s research is motivated by concern for people who
live and work in marginalised communities. He uses
auto/biographical and narrative research, in a clinical
style, to illuminate experiences of diverse groups. He
works with the Centre for Narrative Research (University
of East London), and jointly coordinates the European
Society for Research on the Education of Adults (ESREA)
Life History and Biography Network.
Distress in the city: racism, fundamentalism and a
democratic education
Linden has been researching the rise of racism and
fundamentalism in one post-industrial city - Stoke on
Trent where he was born. He has completed narrative enquiry among diverse people in the
city, which has suffered chronic economic decline, social fragmentation and a crisis
of representative politics. Narratives illuminate the rise of Islamic fundamentalist
groups, the BNP and EDL. Resources of hope also exist, however, in the Lidice shall live

campaign and the history of workers education and in current activities of the WEA. A new
book - Distress in the city, is published by Trentham.

